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Numeric introduces new KEOR Series of
Three Phase UPS
Numeric, the leading UPS
(Un-interruptible Power Supplies)
manufacturer and a power quality
solution provider in India, today
announces it’s highly efficient,
easy to deploy, compact new
KEOR Series of Three Phase
UPS - Keor HP and Keor HPE.
With flexible operating modes for
large facilities, datacenters and
business-critical applications, the
new range allows users flexibility
of extending its range from 60 kVA
to 4.8 MVA.
Keor HP and Keor HPE by Numeric is designed with advanced
technologies and latest generation
components. These intend to sat-

isfy both user and installers by providing ease of maintenance and
safety; capital preservation and
reducing operating expenses. It
has a 3-level IGBT inverter design
that helps to improve the inverter
efficiency and overall efficiency
thus reducing the operational
expenses. High input power factor
& Low THDi reduces the cost of
electrical infrastructure. Multi DSP
controller in the products helps
the UPS to respond faster. The
uniqueness of the UPS’s lies in its
flexibility to offer with or without
an inbuilt transformer thereby giving full flexibility to the customer
to design his solutions. Thereby,

making it suitable for both IT and
Industrial application.
Introducing the product, Mr.
Palash Nandy, Chief Commercial
Officer, Numeric said, “UPS remain
a key element in any electrical
infrastructure be it SOHO, Retail,
Manufacturing, Health Care, Datacenters, IT/ITES, BFSI, Hotels etc.
Building on Numeric’s longstanding history and industry expertise,
we are pleased to announce the
launch of KEOR Three Phase UPS,
Keor HP and Keor HPE”. He further
added, “The key considerations in
choosing the backup solution like
UPS, especially for data centers is
basis their reliability, efficiency,

maintenance, and return on investment. These Keor series three
phase UPS will allow data center
operators lower the total cost of
ownership (TCO) and enable them
to continuously maintain, operate,
monitor and optimize the data
center throughout its life cycle.
Depending on the power demand,
KEOR series of UPS will enables
our customers to connect to parallel operation, thus increasing the
utility as per demand.”

For more information
www.numericups.com
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Orient Electric bets big on LED batten

Orient Electric, part of the
diversified USD 1.6 billion CK
Birla Group, has expanded its
LED lighting portfolio with new
range of LED battens which
deliver more light with up to 80%
energy savings in comparison to
the conventional tube lights. LED
Battens offer high lumen efficacy
with huge energy & cost savings,
come without any choke or starter
and resolve the age-old problem of
flickering tube lights. Combining
energy efficiency and reliability
with decorative slim design and
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ease of installation, Orient LED
Battens are an ideal replacement
for conventional tube lights
(T12/T8/T5) in both residential
as well as commercial spaces.
Commenting on this development, Puneet Dhawan, Sr. VP and
Business Head, Lighting, Orient
Electric said, “Orient Electric has
increasingly set its national and
international footprint and has
emerged as a leading player in
the lighting business. The range
expansion will further strengthen
our LED-centric portfolio. We had
partnered the revolution of LED

bulbs and within just 2 years the
results are visible, similarly we
are betting big on LED battens
which will bolster the growth in
the segment by replacement of
conventional tube lights. We have
increased production capacities
and have also made significant investments in R&D with a view to
meet the anticipated high demand
and emerge as a frontrunner in
this category.”
Orient LED Battens offer significant savings over the conventional tube lights. Replacing just one
inefficient 40-watt conventional

tube light (average usage of 10
hours daily) with an 18-watt Orient LED batten gives an annual
saving of about Rs. 480* while
also saving 80 kWh of annual
energy and reducing annual CO2
emissions by 0.03 tons. With a
modest assumption, If all 24.8
crore households in India use two
LED battens for a year, there will
be annual cost saving of approx.
Rs. 24000 crore and annual energy
saving of about 4000 crore kWh.
Orient LED Battens have high
luminous efficacy with a longer
lifespan of more than 10 years
(20,000 hours). They come with
non-yellowing diffuser that
ensures constant light dispersion
throughout the life of the product.

For more information
www.orientelectric.com

